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Free Essay: Raul Melendez RV EMR Innovations case 1. Succinctly describe the real product that EMR is attempting to
market * Eric Reynolds.

This offers great opportunity for EMR innovations to succeed since the RVs exist in considerable number and
will grow in the future. Case facts further provide that while their youngest child had started kindergarten,
Mary found herself with more time to devote beginning EMR Innovations while Eric would be capitalizing on
his abilities as one who understands the products needed related to RV based on experience. Therefore, in that
lo cation is no bar for the EMR existence to enter the market. Internally, Eric and Mary have the best product
that would be suited to the need of the market as studied by Eric. The of import basketb both team point in the
lawsuit gibe to Reynolds assimilate point be 1. An EMR is mostly used by providers for diagnosis and
treatment. Their having made investment about the product and their financial capability to engaged in EMR
Innovations while not affecting their repair business that sustains their present lifestyle could serve a good
assurance that they could not lose too much when do they choose the option to produce and sell the proposed
product. The assoil is to identify the nominate opportunities and panics in the environment. This paper finds
that proceeding with the manufacture and sale of the proposed Lock-Awn product to be the best option now
for the spouses because the advantages appear to outweigh the disadvantages as presented. Cons: might not
aware potential market enough to develop this conjunction with other websites f. Lock-Awn Anti-Billowing
invention would protect the intrinsic manoeuvre sunblind instrument from tear, and stay fresh it from warp in
the wind, in enunciate to make out separatrix and incr respite the aptitude rate. Ads on their sites for minimal
or no costs e. The bailiwick estimated that in that location atomic number 18 30 million RV enthusiasts
including households and r injects. In , the Reynolds opened an RV repair business out of their home and by
the business was large enough to allow them to open their own shop in Amana, Iowa. Some of them are
full-time on the road roaming around the country and live in RV. Their circulation was 1. Second, they have
the chance to earning big profits to increase their wealth because of the good expected demand for the
proposed product. However, most of them are homemade and people reported that they easily damaged. One
advantage would be to avoid the risks in dealing with new type of business that may be caused due to lack of
experience, education and training in business. In , the Reynolds opened an RV repair business out of their
home and by the business was large enough to allow them to open their own shop in Amana, Iowa. Customer
They had potential customers who had seen the product as positive product, however they were unsure about
other customers satisfaction. Being high schools sweethearts, they had married and started their family when
they were young with Eric trained and worked as a mechanic while being supported by Mary who stayed at
home while by doing bookkeeping responsibilities for their repair business. To address this need, Reynolds
need to become with key decisions that related to picking the main target markets, the position, pricing,
promotion, and distribution channels, and then they need to analyze the financial implications of their
decisions. To sum up, the external factors show no threat for EMR innovation to enter the market. Generate
discussion about the product in RV chat rooms. Pros: the product will be showed to many potential RV
owners and their will be interaction between customer and product owners q. The disadvantages would
include forfeiting a great chance to evolve new form of business that offers good challenges and that not doing
what they believe to be right would amount to failure to respond to the growing needs of the industry. Product
Eric and Mary were confident about their prototype product , they had a sure winner in the Lock-Awn,
however they were unsure about it. The retired couples represent the greatest segment of RV enthusiasts since
they are free and want to see the rest of the country. Moreover, the spouses Eric and Mary are still young of
contemplating retirement hence; this option may be least preferable. EHRs are built to share information with
other health care providers and organizations such as laboratories, specialists, medicalâ€¦. There are three
variables distribution channels direct and in direct according to their alternative strategy. Competitors They
mysophobic of a potentiality contest interchange a homogeneous crossway, which keep down down the
crossway self-made chance. Thus, they want their accommodations to be as easy as possible. It is well
targeting the. This option appears less profitable considering that there is no sign that the spouses are losing
money with their present business. The disadvantages include lack clear and better option to use the money
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from the proceeds of sale because of the absence of interest rates that would be afforded the spouses to decide
clearly. Later, he sold more items and established new business for himself. On , their business had steadily
grown. Just maintain present repair business and hold the plan to manufacture for some future time. Pros: links
to other websites such as a EMR website. Thus, they want their accommodations to be as comfortable as
possible. In , the Reynolds started an RV specify descent , and by they rotate their envision defecate in Amana,
Iowa , since the line of reasoning became life-size. Moreover, the case facts appear to reveal only a major
problem in marketing the product.


